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Funding Family and Friends Care 2003

this report sets out the case for financial support for family and friends who have taken over the full time care of
a child and are then responsible for their upbringing

Federal Role in Child Care 1989

residential child care is a crucial though relatively neglected area of social work and yet revelations of abuse and
questions of effectiveness have led to increasingly regulatory and procedural approaches to practice and heightened
political and professional scrutiny this book provides a broad and critical look at the ideas and policy developments
that have shaped the direction of the sector the book sets present day policy and practice within historical policy
and organisational context the author applies a critical gaze to attempts to improve practice through regulation and
fundamentally challenges how residential child care is conceptualised he argues that it needs to move beyond dominant
discourses of protection rights and outcomes to embrace those of care and upbringing the importance of the personal
relationship in helping children to grow and develop is highlighted other traditions of practice such as the european
concept of social pedagogy are also explored to more accurately reflect the task of residential child care the book
will be of interest to practitioners in residential child care social workers and students on social work and social
care courses it should be required reading for social work managers and will also be of interest to policy makers and
students of social policy education and childhood studies

Moving Forward 2012

child care is an integral part of the web of influences and experiences that shape children s development utilizing
an interdisciplinary approach that covers both historic and economic contexts this unique book characterizes child
care in 18 countries on five continents specific historical roots and the current social contexts of child care are
delineated in industrialized as well as in developing countries to increase the depth of crosscultural analysis and
integration commentators from countries and disciplines other than the authors comment on the issues raised in each
chapter

Rethinking residential child care 2009-02-25

why has child care legislation developed along its present course how did the political players influence lawmakers
what do the politics of child care legislation over the past thirty years indicate for the future based on more than
one hundred interviews with legislators and executive branch officials archival research and secondary sources this
book looks at the politics behind child care legislation rather than analyzing child care as a work and family issue
identifying key junctures at which major child care bills were introduced and debated 1971 1990 and 1996 sally cohen
examines the politics surrounding each of these events and identifies the political structures and negotiations that
evolved in the intervening years in addition cohen looks at the impact the election of president clinton has had on
child care policymaking and how child care legislation became part of other issues including welfare reform crime
prevention school readiness and tax policy revisions
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Child Care Welfare Programs and Tax Credit Proposals 1989

distributed to some depository libraries in microfiche

Child Care in Context 2014-01-02

in this edited collection leslie nichols weaves together the contributions of accomplished and diverse scholars to
offer an expansive and critical analysis of women s work in canada students will use an intersectional approach to
explore issues of gender class race immigrant status disability sexual orientation indigeneity age and ethnicity in
relation to employment drawing from case studies and extensive research the text s eighteen chapters consider
canadian industries across a broad spectrum including political academic sport sex trade retail and entrepreneurial
work working women in canada is a relevant and in depth look into the past present and future of women s
responsibilities and professions in canada undergraduate and graduate students in gender studies labour studies and
sociology courses will benefit from this thorough and intersectional approach to the study of women s labour

Championing Child Care 2001-10-25

this text assesses the current state of provision for looked after children in both the residential and foster care
sectors it addresses a number of specific issues including admission and placement into care and education of looked
after children

Hearing Regarding the Impact of Welfare Reform on Child Care Providers and the
Working Poor 1994

this excellent book faces the difficulties of residential child care with integrity the emphasis on collaboration is
both timely and important since it is a major theme in the training of social workers in the uk where this book will
be a valuable resource andrew hill university of york residential child care is an innovative book which addresses
the specific context of modern residential child care whilst promoting collaborative practice within a wider social
work setting the book analyses the collaborative role of organisations field workers parents teachers and children
and stresses how these interprofessional relationships are crucial to ensuring children s wellbeing residential child
care collaborative practice is founded on fundamental social work principles values and ethics encourages
collaborative practice by identifying how each professions roles differ seeks to dispel barriers that inhibit
effective collaboration draws upon examples of good practice includes views and experiences of children and young
people integrates relevant aspects of the social work benchmark statement comprehensive and accessible the book
includes learning outcomes activities and case studies to help aid students understanding the book successfully
balances its theoretical context with a focus on practice making it an invaluable resource for students and
practitioners it is useful for social work and social care students trainee residential workers and professionals who
have an interest in working with looked after children

Child Care and Child Development Programs, 1977-78 1978

sharing the land sharing a future looks to both the past and the future as it examines the foundational work of the
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royal commission on aboriginal peoples rcap and the legacy of its 1996 report it assesses the commission s influence
on subsequent milestones in indigenous canada relations and considers our prospects for a constructive future rcap s
five year examination of the relationships of first nations metis and inuit peoples to canada and to non indigenous
canadians resulted in a new vision for canada and provided 440 specific recommendations many of which informed the
subsequent work of the truth and reconciliation commission of canada trc considered too radical and difficult to
implement rcap s recommendations were largely ignored but the trc reiterates that longstanding inequalities and
imbalances in canada s relationship with indigenous peoples remain and quite literally calls us to action with
reflections on rcap s legacy by its co chairs leaders of national indigenous organizations and the minister of crown
indigenous relations and leading academics and activists this collection refocuses our attention on the
groundbreaking work already performed by rcap organized thematically it explores avenues by which we may establish a
new relationship build healthy and powerful communities engage citizens and move to action

Working Women in Canada 2019-08-23

although federal and state support for childcare has increased dramatically in response to welfare work requirements
low income families are still facing difficulties balancing work and family obligations there is wide variation
across states in the strictness of welfare work requirements and in the generosity of childcare support in addition
the level of co payments required and the flexibility to use subsidies for informal modes of childcare differ across
states leading families to make different childcare and employment choices the purpose of from welfare to childcare
is first to describe what changes occurred in childcare following the 1996 welfare reform legislation and then to
analyze how federal welfare and subsidy policies influence the availability accessibility and quality of childcare
arrangements for single mothers with young children national in scope it focuses on how the reforms influence the way
that children are cared for when their mothers leave welfare and enter the workforce this book is suitable for
national state and local policymakers non profit organizations that study and attempt to influence public policy and
scholars interested in family and social policy issues it can be used as a text in graduate level courses on welfare
poverty and children and public policy

Families Forward 1993

first published in 2002 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an informa company

State Child Care 1999

cch s u s master property tax guide is a practical quick answer resource to the key issues and concepts that
professionals who deal with state and local property taxes need to know this handy desktop reference contains concise
explanations on major property tax areas in a readily accessible easy to use and easy to understand format it
provides an overview of the property tax and valuation assessment methods used by the different taxing jurisdictions
and provides readers with the key definitions concepts and procedures necessary to understand the application of
local property taxes

Residential Child Care 2006-06-18

aimed at social scientists this book discusses family policy in general and the new federalism in particular and
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experimental implementation of the personal responsibility and work opportunity reconciliation act prwoa in the
united states here emphasis in family policy is shifted from a centralized entitlement approach to an exchange of
personal responsibility work and training for better support services

Hearing on the Proposed Child Care Regulations for the Child Care and
Development Block Grant and the At-risk Child Care Program 1992

containing the public messages speeches and statements of the president 1956 1992

Hearing on H.R. 3660, the Act for Better Child Care Service 1988

first published in 1992 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an informa company

Meeting the Need for Child Care 1988

the debate over child care 1969 1990 offers a new perspective on the pervading problem of providing child care
services in the united states the author traces the contemporary debate over the sponsorship of child care services
and compares this to the past debate over the sponsorship of kindergartens during the progressive era klein compares
the function of child care across societal sectors and points out that turf fighting and imbedded ideological
differences have prohibited the development of a proactive social policy for providing needed child care services she
analyzes the advantages and disadvantages of five different sponsors the public schools the church private enterprise
non profit organizations and corporations past and present federal legislation is discussed in relation to the
divisive issue of sponsorship

Sharing the Land, Sharing a Future 2021-06-11

bridget jean and sunny crossley grow up in modest circumstances on long island and all end up in the new york city of
the 1980s free spirit bridget the oldest is a well traveled sometime massage therapist in the east village outspoken
jean is a corporate headhunter in double breasted power suits who lives in a gleaming upper east side tower harvard
educated sunny the youngest and sweetest sister drifts from eligible boyfriend to eligible boyfriend until she falls
for a harlem real estate developer and starts a family when bridget dies unexpectedly during what should have been a
routine operation she leaves behind a ten month old girl named jade the big question becomes who should take the baby
the obvious and expert sunny or the never at home career woman jean the answer is of course more complicated than
either sister could have anticipated

Child Care and Child Welfare: Outlines for Study 1921

the governments of many industrialized societies have developed extensive childcare facilities and services to meet
the needs of young children and their working parents but no such program on a national scale has yet evolve in the
united staes some who oppose federal aid or control believe that mothers should remain at home with their preschool
children rather than turn them over to childcare professionals the friendly intruders of the titels and that any
other policy is a threat to the moral climate and stability of family life however since the demand for childcare
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services is very great and since congress has previously passed relevant legislation which was vetoed by president
nixon the issue of childcare will surely rise again soon in this study based upon direct observation of a local
childcare program in california the author examines several pof the practical policy issues concerning childcare
which have not yet been resolved who will control such programs in the future public school systems or others which
agencies or institutions will certify the competence of childcare personnel to what extent will parents contribute to
the content of the programs provided for their young children a major part of professor joffe s study is concerned
with the emerging professionalism of early childhood educators in a pattern now understood to be classic such persons
seek status and recognition through education certification and membership in professional associations however what
happens when parents and professional disagree about values behavioral norms and the educational content of a nursery
school program who is the expert in such a confrontation the author observed profoundly different orientations to
childcare not only between professionals and parents but also among different groups of parents especially along
racial and class lines how can professionals accommodate such differences the author s conclusions emerge from
careful study of day by day encounters between staff parents and supervisors giving to her book a sense of immediacy
and well focused understanding that is rarely achieved in academic studies parents educators and policy analysts
concerned with the subject will find it indispensable this title is part of uc press s voices revived program which
commemorates university of california press s mission to seek out and cultivate the brightest minds and give them
voice reach and impact drawing on a backlist dating to 1893 voices revived makes high quality peer reviewed
scholarship accessible once again using print on demand technology this title was originally published in 1977

Child Care and Small Business 1989

Early Education and Child Care 2001

Child Care 2002

Child Care Programs 1989

Official Congressional Record Impeachment Set 1999

From Welfare to Childcare 2013-04-15

H.R. 2982, the Quality Child Care for Federal Employees Act 1998
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Child Care Policy at the Crossroads 2002

U. S. Master Multistate Corporate Tax Guide 2006-10

Redefining Family Policy 2008-02-28

Hearing on Child Care 1987

George Bush 1990

Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States 1993

Promotion of Adoption, Safety, and Support for Abused and Neglected Children
1999

Child Care in the 1990s 1992

Reauthorization for Dependent Care Programs 1986

Debate Over Child Care, 1969-1990 1992-07-01

Nomination 2001

The Crossley Baby 2008-12-10
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Hearings on Child Care 1989

Friendly Intruders 2024-03-29

Welfare Reform 1988
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